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Abstract

This study introduces a method to formalize mathematical target setting at managing energy conservation and efficiency in enterprises. The suggested approach is based on energy conservation positioning, which reflects the link between company’s management team and its energy efficiency policy. This project implementation aims to increase competitiveness of enterprises in a range of industries.
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1. Introduction

Energy efficiency improvement is one of the major problems in industrial enterprise policy worldwide [1]. However there is a number of unsettled problems, basically methodological and methodical, which hinder its implementation. These are seen as reasons for the interest in finding solutions on the part of the academic community.

We conducted a survey on approaches to the issue, which indicated that special attention is paid to finding out cause and effect relationship between economic growth and power consumption in a certain industry. We propose a number of approaches based on the results of our survey. These approaches are aimed at forming business mechanisms to create energy efficient production systems at all levels, from a single engineering process to a global supply inter-company chain [2-5,11]. The question of economical motivation in order to increase energy efficiency in the factories under investigation is of considerable interest. [6-8]. A separate line of the research investigates different aspects of creating energy conservation programs for enterprises belonging to different lines of business [9,10].

Another important aspect of the study is focused on behavior determinant and possible action strategies of power resources consumer. The study [12] provides an extended analytical review of different methodological approaches to energy policy management worldwide, which consists in meeting the desired results i.e. increasing energy efficiency. American analysts in their studies investigate energy saving policy of the companies’ management teams and substantiate significance of the top manager’s role in achieving significant energy efficiencies [13]. Swedish [14] and British [15] scholars focus on finding out the place and role of energy management in the Business Management System. Despite the different terms of reference, both authors agree that one of the major factors hindering energy efficiency in manufacturing enterprises is relatively low priority given to energy problems as compared to other administration issues. Thus, we can state that the enterprise’s energy saving policy is crucial to achieving the ultimate outcome in managing energy conservation and efficiency.

2. Energy Conservation and Its Place in the Enterprise Policy

The following is a basic scheme for energy conservation and efficiency management in the industrial sector (Fig.1).

The multitude of feasible projects is the basis for making an energy conservation and efficiency program.
Fig. 1. Basic scheme for energy saving and efficiency program management.

The more projects we chose and implement the greater effect we will achieve by realizing them. The key element in the program management is “choice and implementation principles”, which allow many feasible projects to be narrowed and transformed into possible resulting effects. Mathematically, energy efficiency management can be represented as follows:

\[ I \xrightarrow{\delta} \tilde{I} \]

Where \( I \) is the set of possible projects, each of which alone is feasible for the enterprise; \( \tilde{I} \) is the set of possible resulting effects; \( \delta \) - stands for the possible project choice and implementation principles, which make it possible to pass from \( I \) set to \( \tilde{I} \) set.

It seems reasonable that apart from project choice principles we should take into account a number of restrictions, such as funding constraints, technological compatibility, etc. Therefore, we should amplify the mathematic model of energy efficiency management (1) by adding a constraints system:

\[ I \xrightarrow{\delta} \tilde{I} \xrightarrow{\Omega(I)} \tilde{O} \]

Where \( \Omega(I) \) - are internal and external constraints imposed upon the possible resulting effects \( \tilde{I} \), which belong to \( O \) (the permissible range set of all possible constraints).

Set up mathematically, the project choice principles \( \delta \) must be regarded as a function which reflects energy efficiency management target figures, i.e. as a target function. The best value for criterion function must be searched in the possible projects set \( I \). The target figures depend on great many factors, which altogether can be generally called “energy saving positioning”.

By energy saving positioning we will mean strategic management decisions in relation to place of energy saving in management priorities system of the industry. The decision should be made in compliance with aims, requirements and anticipated result of energy saving program implementation. Energy saving positioning determines energy policy of the enterprise. We can identify three options for energy saving positioning in the enterprise:

1. **Energy conservation and energy efficiency as a way to solve certain problems of power supply service.** Such positioning implies that energy conservation aims to provide solution to the problems related to rectifying defects in industry’s power supply service. It can result in lowering industry’s energy consumption both in physical and monetary terms, reduction in energy consumption associated with production of certain types of goods, etc. Therefore, if such energy saving policy is adopted, the factory management team aims to solve current problems in power supply operation.

2. **Energy saving and efficiency as a way to increase the industry’s performance in investment development programs.** Energy conservation in that case is regarded as one of many business lines to increase the industry’s performance, together with delivering production technology innovation, upgrading operating machinery, adapting advanced materials, etc. The effect of energy saving declares itself in growing production and commercial performance of the company. Decisions making is based on economic appraisal of commercial effectiveness of different investment patterns. Thus, such energy conservation policy aims to increase production and commercial efficiency of the enterprise.

3. **Energy saving and efficiency as a way to solve strategic problems of corporate development.** Energy saving and efficiency is considered as a strategic direction to increase competitiveness of the enterprise. Therefore, successful task solution in this field exercises a dominant influence on the corporate strategic targets.

The key features of options for the proposed energy management positioning are listed in Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible positions of energy efficiency in an industry / comparison tests</th>
<th>1. Energy saving and efficiency as a way to solve certain power supply problems</th>
<th>2. Energy saving and efficiency as a way to improve enterprise performance</th>
<th>3. Energy saving and efficiency as a way to address enterprise strategic issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Result assessment</td>
<td>Rectify defects identified in enterprise energy supply, optimize energy saving.</td>
<td>Increase manufacturing and economic performance, boost financial and economic indicators of the enterprise</td>
<td>Meet the shareholders’ demands and achieve enterprise’ strategic aims</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Classification of options for positioning energy conservation in an industry
The policy adopted by the management team makes it possible to identify obligations and target priorities regarding energy conservation and efficiency. It is energy positioning, that defines the enterprise power policy, together with its subsequent plan making, efficiency record and performance management in relation to energy saving measures.

### 3. Method to Set Up a Universal Mathematical Problem to Manage Energy Saving Program in the Enterprise

To solve energy saving and efficiency management practical tasks, let us generate a method to create a universal economic model, which describes positioning-based management of energy saving program in the enterprise. We will understand universal economic model as:

1. A universal mathematical model of energy saving program in the enterprise.
2. Regulations on the use of this model to work out appropriate management decisions.

The method to create universal mathematical model to manage energy saving program in an enterprise comprises a series of steps (Fig.2).

The first step is to set the problem of managing energy saving program, which reflects the energy saving program key elements expressed mathematically. A simplified version of such mathematical model is setting (2).

The second step should refine the target function of the model, for various positioning options of energy saving in the enterprise. A constraints system is developed for each of them.

![Fig. 2. Method to create a model of universal mathematical problem to manage energy saving program in the enterprise](image)

The third step involves adapting mathematically expressed problem with a view to specify possible funding models for energy saving enterprises. In the fourth step mathematical approach to the problem is developed in order to consider varying degree of technical relation between different energy saving measures being performed. The fifth step introduces time element into the problem in order to represent priorities and time constraints of energy saving measures. The final sixth step expresses a universal mathematical problem to manage energy saving and efficiency program in the enterprise, which comprises all the complements, broadening the basic problem.

### 4. Results

The newly introduced notion "energy positioning" enables the enterprise management group to generalize and classify all possible targets, which must be taken into consideration while setting the target function in mathematical model of managing energy saving program. The proposed general mathematical model can be implemented to make managerial decisions on energy saving and efficiency by companies operating in various industrial sectors and areas. In order to optimize the decisions we use either deterministic or stochastic methods.

In the event that the restrictions are not dependent on the random vector of external parameters, deterministic
methods are to be used. Alternatively, stochastic methods would be more appropriate, as a certain class of optimization methods characterized with the help of probability distributions in optimum seeking process.

The proposed method to create econometric model will allow us to move from general formal mathematical model of energy saving management to another model, which provides support in making decisions while solving practical energy conservation and efficiency problems in a particular enterprise.

5. Conclusion

The proposed approach to managing energy saving program in an enterprise is based on energy saving positioning, which reflects the link between the targets set by its management team and its energy policy. Such an approach aims to increase energy saving efficiency and involves management team into the process from the point of view of priorities set in enterprise development. The project implementation aims to increase competitiveness of enterprises operating in different sectors and areas.
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